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About This Game

Achievement Machine is a colorful clicker game for those who wants not only to get tons of achievements in no time, but also to
enjoy real gameplay and various game modes!
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We at Playloft don't like boring spamming games, but knowing your true love of achievements and interesting gameplay we've
taken the liberty to make both colorful and enjoyable clicker game with lots and lots of achievements.

Rules:

Click the icons to clear the game field. Every new click can bring you another achievement. There are some special icons
hidden among the regular ones:

Explosive icons — explode the icons placed around them;

Armed icons — extra strong;

Energy icons – let you clear the whole row of icons.
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Sometimes you can unlock one of the secret icons, that activate an additional game mode. Try to find them all!

A UNIQUE CLICKER

Achievement Machine combines both achievement farming and fun gameplay with several modes - find a special icon on the
field to start them.

5000 ACHIEVEMENTS

A simple and fun way to expand your collection with tons of new achievements. Decorate your Steam profile with amazing well-
drawn icons!

A SECRET ACHIEVEMENT #5000

Did you think that it would be that simple? To get a secret achievement you'll need to give it your best shot. Let's see if you're
lucky enough to unlock it!
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Title: Achievement Machine
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Playloft
Publisher:
Playloft
Release Date: 25 May, 2018
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English,German,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,Russian
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When I first got the game, I was really excited for it. But the more and more I played it, I realized how horrible the game
actually is. Even the players are horrible! The animation is just one cycle over and over and over. It's almost impossible to find
totem poles and even make it to the next animal! I mean, the game would be a whole lot better if the players weren't such jerks!
And I can't even communicate with them. I really think that this game needs ton of improvement. Like, you can host your own
server and kick out players. Players who are even the same animal as you will try to kill you. Unless you like being killed
constantly and never being able to get revenge, don't get this game! Please save your money.. An excellent and expansive follow-
up to Brothers in Arms: Road to Hill 30.. Been looking for a game of this kind for years. It has a bit of a 'clunky' feel to it and
things aren't always as straight forward as they could be. All in all a good game but vastly over priced in my opinion.. Despite its
short length and bad graphics Lugaru has a great combat system and an interesting story.. I got dead, I guess? It was fun!
Explore the battlefield after the fights for them sweet pearls and rubies.. I loved this game when it was fairly new, and I still
enjoy it, though I do wish it would be remade as a smoother product. This was from Sid, so you know it's solid. The gameplay is
a spy themed game that is a cross between Pirates and Where in the World is Carmen Sandiago? You stop plots that actually are
going through actions, over time agents are activated, payoffs and equipment made. You can stop a plot by preventing key
actions (if the assassin isn't paid, he ain't shooting anyone,) and using logic you can figure out the plots. The controls are slow,
and the music and graphics are top notch for a game that is over 20 year old.. It's a good game. This was the game that got me
started with Nancy Drew a long time ago. This game will always have a special place in my heart that much is for sure. I love the
graphics and the story line is enjoyable and the puzzles not too difficult. A great game for anyone to enjoy.. Awesome software.
highly recommended.

need to click many time before able to access the software
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Ehh, mash potatoes are nice and so is this.. Out of all US locos this thing looks and quite possibly could be the best in all the
DLC's. But, untill the issue of it being the biggest resource hog in the, dare I say, whole inventory of TS DLC's, is fixed this loco
will remain unplayed. Not by choice. But, because I can't get better than 7 FPS to 10FPS. And at times as low as 4. Very
choppy. Unplayable for me. And some of you intent readers may think " Well this guys system is weak". For those I'll leave
System Specs at the end.

 I cannot reccomend this DLC as much as I would love to and would also love to drive. Please DTM developers or Dovetail
Games fix this DLC. If you have a really huge system then by all means get this DLC. But, if your system is moderate to fairly
well built (where I consider mine to be) then be fairwarned of choppy framerates, even to the point of unplayabilty. It's still
early with this one. So let's hope it's future is brighter. Peace!

Enermax Ostrog case
Thermaltake TR2 550w Power supply
Asus MB M5A99FX Pro R2.0
AMD FX 6300 APU
16GB Patriot Signature RAM
WD 1T HD with 64Mb cache
XFX AMD Radeon R7 250 w\/ 2GB DDR3 DirectX 12 Overclocked to 1050Mhz
Assus 48X DVD RW
LG 55" LCD 1080p HD TV\/Moniter. Hands down the most fun I've ever had in vr!. Lost some hours with this game.
Zonderland. Where to start...

This is a very odd collection of music. Very good, don't get me wrong, but more on that in a moment. Zonderland brings a style
to the table you won't quite find in any other DLC music on steam. It manages to feel sci-fi without being alien to typical JRPG
games. It takes a little head work to decide how to use this music well, but I assure you, if your good at setting scenes and need
some music a little ways off the beaten path without feeling inconsistant, then I would try this DLC.

Now what I love about this is it's style. There is a lot to love, even if it's a little wierd to use correctly. And by wierd, I mean that
you really don't want to reuse tracks, they're very signature feeling, and feel as though they in turn require a signature moment
or place to be done justice.

What else I love, almost as much as the tracks themselves, is how well the artist looped them. They are one of the most artfully
looped tracks I've downloaded (And I've gotten at least half the DLC music offered in steam's store.) You just can't tell when it
loops back around.

Even if this music is hard to place sometimes, I can't really say it's a bad thing. So much of the music offered on Steam is more
of the same, this set of tracks steps away from all of that and as such made it a necessity for my own project.

5\/5 stars to the artist and this wonderful set of unusual tracks.. A game that is a kind of mix between Megaman and Gradius in a
sense.
It's a simple little platfomer that allows you to upgrade your abilities as you make your way through the stages.

Graphically it looks nice. I find the towns stages to be some of my favorites. But the platforming seems a tad bland and
forgettetable although alot of the enemies are cute.

There are a few modes of difficulty starting with easy x 2, casual and higher. I played it on casual and found the game to be way
too easy and wishing it was more difficult by the third boss, of which I can easy dispatch in under a minute and you can't change
the difficulty to anything harder than what you started with once you start the game.

Since the game has multiple weapons I feel it's time to talk about them. Outside of your primary weapons the liner and comet all
other weapons are useless are are more of a hinderance and not necessary. You can beat the entire game with just Linear and
comet. Heck using the shop you can actually make it so you are overpowered before a stage even begins properly.

Overall it's kinda alright but the platforming is bland and every weapon outside of what you start with is useless to bad.
But I've played worse, so give it a shot if you have a couple hours to spare.. Played the game at EGX a few moons ago. The one-
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button playstyle, levels that bounce you, and the rail which gives you a chance to get back into the scrap leads to amazing
moments of insanity.

The easy to learn, hard to master controls are perfect for multiplayer matches. New singleplayer thangs on the way, too, so if
you play alone you'll be covered.. this game was acually very enjoyable to me :)! trully the grahpics are awesome and everything
makes me think of the old mario when i play just with more cuteness lmao i highly reccomend this game tho it was Pawsome :3.
Game is pretty good but has one huge issue - is already abandomed by devs. Few people are asking on forum about save file
location and there is no feedback one week already.
So if you play on laptop and start playing on desktop - you start everything from zero. Save file is not in the cloud...
I can not recommend abandomed game, sory.

Try our new game - Magic Chess!:
We're proud to announce that Magic Chess is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac!

Welcome the Magic World. Become a commander of wizards and magical creatures. Compete with your rival in logic skills,
find solutions for difficult situations. Master tactics and strategy to lead your army to victory!

We'll be glad to see your feedback in comments!

Playloft Team

https://store.steampowered.com/app/876860/Magic_Chess/?beta=0. Summer Sale - Achievement Machine 75% Off:
Hello everyone! Even if our Achievement Machine couldn’t participate in Summer Sale from the start, we’ve set the discount as
soon as possible! So the Achievement Machine is co 75% off its price now - do not miss!
Sincerely, Team of Playloft. Achievement Machine is Now Available!:
Achievement Machine is out!
It's a colorful clicker game that combines both achievement farming and fun gameplay with several modes. Decorate your
Steam profile with amazing well-drawn achievement icons!
If you'll find any bugs or issues, let us now, so we can do our best to fix them as soon as possible. And, of course, don't forget to
write a review!
We hope that you enjoy the game!
Playloft Team. Part 2 In Progress!:
Achievement Machine goes into space! We are working on the second part of the game, Achievement Machine: Cubic Chaos,
where you are to dive into a unique cubic world full of an incredible amount of achievements... and dangers! Now if you can
find yourself stuck in the parallel worlds if you won't be careful enough. Try to solve the mystery of the cubic world and get all
the achievements on the way!

We'd be happy if you add the Achievement Machine: Cubic Chaos to your wish list and share with us your thoughts on the
game:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1067370/Achievement_Machine_Cubic_Chaos/. 75% OFF Achievement Machine:
Winter Sale deals now live: get 75% off discount on Achievement Machine!
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